
Seattle Displacement Coalition 
5031 University Way NE * Seattle * Wa * 98105 * 206-632-0668 * sdc@zipcon.net 

 
Feb 20, 2019 
 
Re: An MHA upzone for ‘the Ave’ (University Way NE) is “outside scope of FEIS”; moving 
forward with it now would violate state statutes including SEPA and GMA, and ignores 
resolution and promises you made to residents and small businesses.  Please remove it 
from the MHA proposal 
 
To Councilmembers: Rob Johnson, Teresa Mosqueda, Mike O’Brien, Lisa Herbold, Bruce Harrell, Sally 
Bagshaw, Kshama Sawant, Lorena Gonzalez, Debra Juarez 

 
Dear Councilmembers, 
 
The Seattle Displacement Coalition is a 42 year-old housing and homeless advocacy group that 
also has fought to preserve historic buildings and prevent displacement of small businesses. 
Our offices have been located in the University District for over 25 years and during the last 8 
years, along University Way, ‘the Ave’. Our members and clients include the homeless, low 
income tenants, and small businesses that either live or work near or along University Way who 
would be directly impacted in the event the Ave is upzoned.  
 
We are writing to formally object to inclusion of an upzone for University Way and to ask 
you to remove it from the plan. In addition to putting at risk over 150 legacy and minority 
owned businesses and over 200 low income units and historic buildings, the Ave upzone 
falls outside the scope of what was studied in the FEIS.  That’s because it was added 
later, four months after the FEIS for the city-wide MHA upzones was completed.  In fact, 
there is not one mention of an Ave upzone in the MHA-FEIS, except to explicitly reference 
in narrative and with mapping that the UDistrict including the area along the Ave was not 
within area subject to the current MHA proposal thus not studied in its FEIS. 
 
Even the addendum released only two weeks ago, adding historical analysis as required by the 
Hearing Examiner, shows and even explicitly indicates that no changes would be made in 
zoning for the Ave.  Again it was not studied there either and obviously continues to 
communicate the false impression to affected parties there would be no changes in Ave zoning.  
 
As your own attorneys have been advised and as articulated by many of you on several 
occasions before the Select Committee, anything that is ‘beyond the scope” of what was studied 
in the MHA-FEIS cannot be added later, after the fact. . 
 
For perspective on the importance of this, we must ask you; how could affected small 
businesses and residents along the Ave be expected to register their grievances on 
adequacy of the FEIS when an Ave upzone wasn’t even part of the plan, nor part of the 
preferred alternative, nor contained in any of the alternatives studied in the EIS.  In fact, 
there are specific references in the document and recent historic-related addendum 
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indicating just the opposite.  Denying affected parties this right - it an obvious violation 
of their due process rights and explicitly violates several provisions of SEPA and GMA 
statutes.  
 
State Department of Ecology (DOE) "Rules and Regs" explicitly require a threshold 
determination, notice of the action to the public, opportunities for comment, and either an 
addendum (if change was minor and not significant) or a supplement (if the changes were 
significant) (see 2.7.3 SEPA DOE handbook simply restating and referring to the SEPA statute 
and WAC’s).  
 
And further, the move to upzone the Ave - such a substantial change to the plan affecting 
several blocks and hundreds of businesses, and low income housing units - and given the 
significant direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to elements of the environment - the action 
clearly crosses a threshold requiring a supplemental EIS. 
 
Also, it's not adequate to simply rebut the concern verbally by pointing to a prior and 
earlier EIS where the action was studied.  You cannot simply proclaim "oh an upzone for the 
Ave was studied in an earlier EIS".   Here are applicable rules spelling out the requirements.  
 
Adopting previous SEPA reviews for new proposals, following are quotes from DOE rules 
and regulations making it clear a supplemental EIS is required when you add later an 
upzone in this case for the Ave (not studied in the FEIS): 
"If the impacts associated with a new proposal have been adequately evaluated in a 
previously-issued SEPA or NEPA document, the document can be adopted to satisfy SEPA 
requirements. While a lead agency may adopt all or part of the information and environmental 
analysis in the adopted documents, they will need to make a new threshold determination. "  
 
However even in this instance, when circumstances and impacts have changed since 
analysis was done in the earlier EIS, then additional analysis still is required.  Existing 
conditions in the UDistrict and along the Ave have changed substantially since the earlier EIS 
was completed.  
 
For example, and notably, since adoption two years ago of the UDistrict MHA upzones, the U of 
W master plan has been revised to accommodate an additional 6-8 million square feet of office 
space.  In appeal to the Hearing Examiner by citizens on adequacy of the EIS for the earlier 
UDistrict upzone, the City Attorney's office succeeded in making sure that changes in the 
Master Plan would not be considered at that time only because it has not yet been adopted,  But 
now that it has, there clearly are additional indirect and cumulative effects on the Ave 
associated with and in combination with an Ave upzone proposed here.  
 
Further, since MHA upzones were adopted in the rest of the District over two years ago, since 
completion of that earlier FEIS, twenty-six large scale developments are underway, adding 
nearly 3000 market rate units to the area. It’s notable that to date none of those projects were 
along the Ave. However, in the event of an upzone for the Ave, clearly future activity spurred by 
an upzone will spillover and affect the Ave. These are significant added impacts obviously not 
studied in the prior EIS for the University District. 
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https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/98114.pdf


 
The direct, indirect, and cumulative effect of the upzone of the Ave when combined with these 
new conditions is significant and clearly requires a supplemental EIS over an addendum before 
moving forward with an Ave upzone.  
 
Here’s direct reference and quotes from the State DOE SEPA handbook: 
 
And it is " critical to provide a thorough description of the current proposal and clearly identify 
the SEPA documents being adopted."   and "To incorporate documents by reference, the 
agency must identify and describe the documents in the current environmental checklist, 
threshold determination, or EIS." 
 
"in all cases, agencies are required to issue new threshold determinations."  
 
https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/SEPA/Environmental-review/SEPA-guidance/Guide
-for-lead-agencies/Revising-and-adopting-existing-documents 
 
When the City Council approved the UDistrict upzone in February 2017, you postponed 
upzoning of the Ave. Instead, a resolution was approved unanimously effectively pledging 
yourselves to taking several steps including conducting a survey of small business needs. The 
resolution also referenced the need to undertake a thorough evaluation of the historic character 
of the ‘Ave’ and identify and adopt specific strategies to preserve both its historic character and 
ensure that longtime small businesses would not be displaced.  While the survey was 
completed, the Council has not followed through with the rest of its pledge, most importantly it 
hasn’t fulfilled its commitment to first adopt measures to save existing small businesses and 
historic buildings.  (And please note adoption of restrictions on storefrontage in new buildings, 
while helpful for new small high end businesses that may locate on the Ave in the future, it does 
not help existing ethnic shops and older small businesses in buildings that will be torn down - 
they’ll be displaced or force to close - long gone).  

We implore you to remove the Ave upzone and fulfill your promises to the businesses and in 
order to meet your legal obligations under SEPA and the GMA.  Please ensure the due process 
rights of both the small businesses and low income tenants now directly threatened and first 
adopt measures that fully address their needs so they are not forced out by your actions.  

Thank you for your consideration.  

 

John V. Fox, Coordinator Seattle Displacement Coalition   Cc: members of the press, council 
staff  
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https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/SEPA/Environmental-review/SEPA-guidance/Guide-for-lead-agencies/Revising-and-adopting-existing-documents
https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/SEPA/Environmental-review/SEPA-guidance/Guide-for-lead-agencies/Revising-and-adopting-existing-documents


 
Following page provides a list of low income buildings along Ave placed at direct risk 
without measures first put in place to preserve these structures, a number of historic 
significance: 

 

Units along the Ave vulnerable to the MHA upzone  
unit count  
The Bucklin 4137 Univer Way 10  
La Paz 1404 NE 42nd 20  
4213 University Way 6  
1407 NE 45th 12  
San Moritz 4509 Univer Way 10  
University Way Apts 4750 Univer Way 17  
Adelaide Apts 1315 NE 47th 9  
4736 University Way NE 2  
4742 University Way NE 2  
4744 University Way NE 2  
4754 University Way NE subdivided old home above storefronts 4  
4760 University Way NE Above Grand Illusion 1  
5504 University Way NE University Way NE 12  
The Devoe Apts 5234 University Way NE 17  
5501 University Way NE wood structure over commercial 5  
5505 University Way NE wood over commercial 4  
5509 University Way NE old house with commercial in front 3  
5511 University Way NE old house to triplex 3  
5519 University Way NE apts over commercial old 2 story wood 2  
1403 NE 56th old wood apt bldg 7  
entire east side of Ave north of 56th except large apt bordering Ravenna Blvd 60  
(includes 5620, 5612, and 5600 University Way  
total affected by the upzone on Ave: 208  
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